One of the most effective applications of virtual reality (VR) in physical rehabilitation is training, where patients are trained for sequence decision-making in special situations presented in virtual environment. In this application, the evaluation of the movement of the subject performing a physical task is crucial. A good evaluation of the motion is necessary to follow the progression of the patient during his training session. Therefore, it helps therapist to better supervise therapeutic planning. Actually, the performance of the patient's training is determined by subjective observation of the therapist. Our approach is to propose a system that allows the patient to perform his training and to evaluate the progress of training in an autonomous way. This system consists of a motion analysis technique for a rehabilitation application where the patient is represented by his own avatar in virtual environment. The task performance required from the patient is his capability to reproduce in real time a movement. The real-time motion evaluation technique is based on the time series data matching method called Longest Common Sub-Sequence (hereafter LCSS). It is used to calculate distance between the reference motion of virtual avatar and the captured motion data of the patients and thus is used to determine how well the patients are doing during the training. The complexity of the technique proposed is in the order of O(δ) in which δ is a constant matching window size. Our prototype application is based on Tai-chi movements which have shown many health benefits and are increasingly used for therapeutic purposes.
Introduction
Many current and potential applications for human activities are developed through VR systems involving virtual human or virtual avatar. 18, 19 Several popular applications are involved in computer game, simulation based training and learning, virtual patient for surgery, plastic surgery and virtual psychotherapy. The use of virtual avatar increases the natural interaction within virtual environment. The users' more natural perception of each other (and of autonomous actors) increases their sense of being together, and thus the overall sense of shared presence in the environment. 1 In the application of virtual rehabilitation, there have been an increasing number of papers dedicated to the approach of using a virtual avatar. Actually, the purpose of using a virtual avatar in rehabilitation is to guide a patient in performing therapeutic training. Therapeutic training consists of asking the patient to redo a sequence of actions with various scenarii presented by the VR training system. 2 The sequence of actions is usually designed to learn performing the tasks. In this approach, a critical issue is the evaluation of the effective motion of the subject in realizing his task. Effectively, an ideal movement of the patient in physical rehabilitation tends to approach the movement of the healthy person. Moreover, movement in a virtual environment is equivalent to a muscular execution in the physical environment. 20, 21 Therefore, the knowledge of a patient performing the task compared to a healthy person could deduce the progress of therapeutic planning. Hence, it may help therapist to better supervise the planning of therapy.
In this paper, we investigate the use real-time system for evaluating the movement carried out by patients during the rehabilitation training task. In our approach, the task consists of replicating a movement presented by a virtual avatar in real-time. The task performance is measured by the similarity between the motion replicated by the patient and the guide motion executed by a virtual avatar. The similarity of the two motions can be measured by different ways: similarity based position/orientation and speed-based similarity. Some other works measure the performances separately and calculate the overall rating after that.
4,2 In our system, both of these aspects of performance are measured in one time. This allows obtaining similarity value based on key frame by key frame comparison between the reference and the captured motion data. This comparison is implemented based on the algorithm called Longest Common Sub-Sequence (LCSS) which is an effective algorithm for time series matching. In fact, real-time similarity is the number of similar key frames between patient's motion and virtual avatar's motion.
In the next section of the paper, we review related research work focused on motion evaluation and the algorithms for time series matching. In addition, we present the advantages of LCSS algorithm in the case of human motion matching compared to other algorithms. Section 3 gives an overall configuration of the proposed training system based real-time motion evaluation. In Sec. 4, we describe the LCSS algorithm for real-time motion evaluation. Section 5 presents the prototype system, our experiment consisting of a Tai-Chi learning session and the obtained results and discussion. In Sec. 6 the conclusion and research perspectives are presented.
Related Work
The measurement of body movement for rehabilitation purpose requires the definition of the representation of human body structure. There are some standards for human skeleton structure among which H-ANIM 1.1 10 is the most popular and used for Cal3D library used in our work for avatar rendering. H-ANIM 1.1 defines the human body as a number of segments (such as the forearm, hand and foot) which are connected to each other by joints (such as the elbow, wrist and ankle). Each joint in the body is represented by a joint node used to define the relationship of each body segment to its immediate parent. To define the representation of each joint of animated human body, Cardle 5 reviewed some human representations and compared their characteristics such as rotation invariant, interpolation quality, computational cost and weights required. Finally, he proposed to use the angle-axis representation for the joints.
A joint is represented in axis-angle as: P (x, y, z, w) or P (w 1 , w 2 , w 3 , 1) in a more compact representation, where w 1 = x · w, w 2 = y · w, w 3 = z · w. We can define the distance between two joints represented in axis-angles as follows 7 :
Having defined the joints structure and joint representation, we can define the motion or animation in the case of the study reported in this paper. An animation is a sequence of key-frames, a key-frame is defined as a set of position and orientation values of human skeleton joints. A general formula of animation Q that includes m key-frames of D-joints can be described as follows:
Actually, most of the studies proposed in human motion evaluation are made in offline mode. Thus, the measurement of the similarity between two human motions is performed on the basic of pre-recorded data of full motions. In our work, we develop a real time similarity method to compare the motion carried out by a patient with a correct motion executed by an expert. In order to carry out this comparison we utilize the technique of data retrieval which has many applications in the domain of time series data mining. We can consider the work of Takeshi Yabe and Katsumi Tanaka 4 who used the Dynamic Programming matching method to measure the similarity between the user motion and a teacher's model motion for whole body as multi-stream time series data. In others hand, using motion evaluation to analyze the similarities and varieties in human motion trajectories of predefined grasping and disposing movement is another example. 3 In terms of VR-based training purpose, the study of Baek, Lee and Kim 2 measured the similarity between motions to provide the trainee with advice to improve training. The offline-mode study of Cardle 5 is very close to our approach. He used the same joint structure, the representation and the algorithm to measure similarity. However, the study of Cardle focused on motion editing rather than motion evaluation. Motion evaluation is part of time series data matching problem which is studied in data mining with very large database (VLDB). To solve this problem, there are many proposed methods classified in two main approaches illustrated in Fig. 1 .
With the multitude of proposed techniques, there is a strong need to determine the most effective method to be used for time series data matching problem. Ding et al. (2008) performed a comparison of the major techniques of distance functionbased approach by testing their effectiveness on 38 time series data set from a wide variety of application domains. 6 Experimental results obtained show that, in over a dozen of distance measures of similarity among time series data in the literature, wLCSS (weighted Longest Common Sub-Sequence) 7-9 and wDTW 10,11 (weighted Dynamic Time Wrapping) are slightly better than the others from the accuracy point of view. Moreover, on large data set, the computation cost of wLCSS and wDTW is very close to the Euclidean distance algorithm. The experimental result of Keogh 12 had the objective to compare performance between two approaches, the model-based algorithm and the distance function based algorithm. This work showed that the performance of distance function based algorithm is much better than the performance of model-based algorithm, for the criteria of accuracy and computational cost. In taking into account these results, wLCSS and wDTW are used in the research reported in this paper.
Motion capture (MoCap) data, which is captured by recording the positions of the markers during the motion, is a type of time-series data. Unlike other types of time-series data (stock, weather, etc.), MoCap data has usually many outliers and noises mainly due to sensor failures, disturbance signals or errors in detection technique. By its characteristics, MoCap data consist of different sampling rates of tracking and recording devices combined with different speeds of moving objects. Therefore, we would like to use a distance function that can address the following issues 7 :
• Different sampling rates or different speed • Different data length • Capability of ignoring the outliers • Robustness to noise
The wDTW technique processes all items of the MoCap data sequence. Consequently, it does not ignore outliers. Furthermore, this technique is sensitive to noise. However, wLCSS was applied to address these problems. 17 Some published research works showed that wLCSS is more robust and appropriate to compare distance measures for MoCap data than wDTW.
15 Figure 2 shows a comparison between wDTW and wLCSS techniquew. Indeed, wLCSS uses distance function in our work. Since the approach described in the paper is focused on real-time motion evaluation, the method used is called real-time wLCSS and noted rwLCSS.
Training-Based Motion Evaluation System
The overall configuration of our training-based real-time motion evaluation system is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The system is composed by an infra-red motion capture system (A.R.Tracking) and a Cave Automatic Virtual Environment (CAVE). Full body motion of patients is captured by using a set of markers and animated simultaneously with the reference motion which is carried out from a motion database. Before training, a calibration procedure is carried out for each patient in order to locate the joints angle or Centers of Rotation (CoRs) and 3D position of root joint (3DoR) from the 3D position of markers and to estimate the size of the virtual avatar which is based on the marker attached to the head. This technique is implemented using the work carried out by Cameron et al. 13 who proposed a closed form sequential solution enabling real-time estimation of the CoRs in quaternion coordinates. This technique takes full advantages of the approximation that all markers on body segments are attached to a rigid body.
14 To be used in motion evaluation, a simple transformation from quaternion CoRs to axis-angle is performed. The virtual avatar in our system is inherited from an available and easy-to-use library called Cal3D.
In this research work, the motion database is a Tai-Chi motions volume which is recorded by A.R. Tracking system and is interpolated to reach the frequency of 60 Hz. The chosen scenario is as follows: the patient is watching the Tai-Chi motion performed by a Tai-Chi professor from a specific viewpoint which is rendered by a virtual avatar. The patient has to reproduce the Tai-Chi motion simultaneously. The system measures in real-time the distance between the two motions in the joint angles of key-frames which are represented in axis-angles. Due to different influences of joints on the human animation, we manually define the weights for each joint for the experiment. Parent joint are more weighted than child joint in general.
Because the frequency of training progress can be different from 60 Hz, we need to synchronize correctly the two motions. We compute the time needed to render the virtual scene and take this time into account to indicate the correct key-frames of the reference motion to render in the virtual scene. In real-time training, the motion of the trainee always starts later than the motion of avatar. The progress of the evaluation is completed when the temporal length of trainee's motion is equal to the duration of the motion of the virtual avatar. The similarity between the two motions is rendered by an indication of the percentage of similarity and a background color changing (green color for a good replication, yellow color for average and red color for bad replication).
The Simple but Robust Algorithm for Real-Time Motion Evaluation: rwLCSS
The rwLCSS algorithm is based on LCSS model that supports time shifting and unequal length sequence matching while ignoring noisy parts. Practically, by using LCSS to calculate the similarity between key-frames, motions that are close in space at different time instants can be matched when the time instants are also close. By using standard LCSS, the final similarity in online mode of motions evaluation is less than in offline mode. In online mode, the key-frame of the trainee's motion at a time instant is only compared to key-frames of the reference motion at prior times. Accordingly, with an aim to validate real-time LCSS, we developed a modified LCSS technique for offline mode in a way as equivalent to online mode. From standard recursive definition of LCSS 9 over two multi-dimensional time-series motions Q (query or reference motion) and C (candidate or replicated motion) with temporal length of n and m, respectively, the modified LCSS is defined as:
where δ ∈ n is temporal threshold, ε ∈ nxD is the spatial threshold and D is the total number of dimensions to match over. The complexity of LCSS model is in the order of O(δ(n + m)) with a constant matching window δ in time. By using this modified LCSS, the final result of online mode is equivalent to the one of offline mode.
In our study of motion matching, each key-frame is a multi-dimensional timeseries in which D is the number of joints to match over. Due to the weight or the priority of joints discussed above, instead of using LCSS, we use wLCSS. Practically, wLCSS is the LCSS case when we define a different spatial threshold ε for each joint. The more weighted joints will be defined with less value of εand vice-versa. In fact, the assignment of weights for each joint is equivalent to assign the spatial threshold in LCSS model. The final similarity between two time-series motions is defined as:
Based on modified wLCSS, we propose a real-time rwLCSS model. Q t is the subsequence of the reference motion from the start to time instant t; c t is the key-frame of trainee's motion at time instant t; rwLCSS(Q t , c t ) is a function of the longest common subsequence between Q t and c t .
The rwLCSS(Q t , c t ) is defined recursively as follow:
where, n is the temporal length of Q at time instant t. The temporal and spatial complexity of rwLCSS model are in the order of O(δ) with a constant matching window δ and O(n) with the dimension of reference motion n, respectively. Accordingly, the real-time similarity between Q t and c t is defined as follows:
Prototype System and Experiment
Our prototype system is based on motion capture system A.R. Tracking and an immersive environment CAVE. The experiment consists of tracking the two arms of the patient with five markers: two for the left arm, two for the right arm and one for the head. Figure 4 represents a screenshot of our prototype showing the metaphor for virtual training and an application to manage the training progress. The control window is capable of opening a training motion in a database of Tai-Chi which is recorded and stored in a standard file called BVH (Bio-Vision Hierarchy).
The control window provides a tool that allows choosing the viewpoint of virtual avatar (face-to-face or face-to-back) and the characteristics of avatar (point model, skeleton model, virtual human model, texture . . . ). The right corner presents the state of connection with motion capture system while the left corner shows the similarity between trainee's motion and the reference motion. When a training motion is completed, the similarity of both online mode and offline mode is returned for comparison. The background color is changed during the training according to the degree of similarity. This metaphor is very useful to guide the trainee in the execution of human gesture for motor rehabilitation.
Position of passive markers (in the middle of proximal and distal arm) Fig. 4 . Screenshot of training-based system for virtual rehabilitation in face to face mode.
The purpose of our experiments is to validate the rwLCSS algorithm. Therefore, we implemented three experiments. According to the work of Seongmin Baek et al.
(2001), we fixed the experimental spatial thresholds to 10 degrees and 20 degrees for proximal-arm joints and distal-arm joints, respectively. 
Motions tested
To validate our algorithm, four different types of motion were used: Motion 1 (M1): Non-mobile pose -This motion is not a movement due to the fact that the gesture is static. We can consider that a non-mobile pose is a motion with an infinite delay between gestures. This would be helpful for improving our algorithm and verifying its stability. Three experimented poses (noted M1a, M1b and M1c) was tested for the motion M1. They are illustrated in the Fig. 5 .
Motion 2 (M2):
Simple and slow motions -A simple motion means that the virtual avatar poses a simple position and moves very slowly so the trainee can follow the motion easily. Figure 6 shows key-frames series for the three different M2 motions (noted M2a, M2b and M2c).
Motion 3 (M3):
Slow Tai-Chi motions -Tai-Chi motions are complex compared to motion M2. We first use slow and simple three Tai-Chi motions to enable the trainee to follow and replicate easily. Figure 7 shows some key-frames series of those motions (noted M3a and M3b). 
M3a
M3b 
Motion 4 (M4):
High velocity Tai-Chi motions -To confirm the validity and reliability of our algorithm, we use more complex and faster three Tai-Chi motions. Some key-frames of these motions are shown in Fig. 8 .
Experiments
To validate the proposed rwLCSS approach, three different experiments were carried out. We tested the capability of our algorithm in terms of the similarity measurement between the motion made by a trainee and the motion executed by the avatar. All experiments were carried out in a face to face mode which means the trainee faces the avatar as in front of a mirror and has to replicate a movement of the left arm of the avatar by a movement of his right arm (mirror metaphor).
The main objective of our experiment is to validate the stability of our proposed algorithm. Therefore we recruited nine healthy subjects aged 22-43 years (mean 30.4 ÷ 6.9). All the participants are male and they belong to the staff of the Image Institute. All the participants are familiar with virtual reality and all tests were carried out using the MOVE system. 
Results and discussion
The validation of our rwLCSS algorithm is performed on the full body avatar model for all frames of the motion. We record the final performance of reproducing the motion. For each experiment, we present and discuss the obtained results.
Experiment 1:
No motion -The result showed that the performances are at 100% for all non-mobile gestures for all subjects.
Experiment 2:
Reproducing simple motions -In the second experiment, the result is shown in Fig. 9 is quite close to 100% for nine subjects trained with three simple and slow motions. Three curves in Fig. 9 illustrate the performances of doing three simple motions for nine subjects. The performance averages of doing this task for nine subjects doing three simple motions are 96, 9÷1, 7%; 98, 8÷1, 0%; 96, 9 ÷ 1, 0%, respectively.
Experiment 3:
The analysis the difference between the performances of doing simple motion and more complicated motion - Figure 10 shows the curves of obtained performances for six motions which are taken from two groups of motions M3 and M4. From these curves, we could notice that, the performance difference between the two groups is considerable. The subjects executed simple motions with better performance than the complicated motions. For more detailed analysis of the difference, we performed a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) on those performance curves by using the Tukey Honest Significant Difference (Tukey HSD) method. The result is described in Table 1 .
Conclusion
In this research, we proposed a simple but robust algorithm to measure in realtime the performance of trainees in replicating a motion represented by a virtual avatar in a virtual environment. The patient performance is measured by using key-frames approach and by processing simultaneously the trainee's motion and the reference motion. The first results obtained are promising for comparing two motions executed in the context of motor rehabilitation purpose.
The method will be applied for guiding patients to do practice functional rehabilitation exercises from simple to complicated motions. Therefore, we expect that our approach will be very useful in therapy domain for physical rehabilitation based on training task. The prototype system developed in this research is based on TaiChi motions which are very interesting to the field of rehabilitation because of their healthy.
